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Scrub, wrap and knead the
worries of the world away with
these exotic spa treatments, born
from our very own countryside

profoundly Australian. Creators reportedly
spent several months sourcing crystals of
optimum quality from around the country,
working closely with a geologist known
for his metaphysical approach, to locate
the right rainforest jasper, prehnite and
mookaite. Starting with several minutes
of an epic sacrum massage, what makes
this therapy different is the exceedingly
slow massage movements, in particular
the generous amount of lower back
work. Therapist-wise, book a session
with head-trainer Sawako, popular with
regular patrons for her intuitive touch
and approach.

Organic Odyssey

Wild

honey, healing crystals, smudgestick ceremonies, the throb of
live didgeridoo as your body is decorated in
natural clay — you can feel the soul of a place
through its indigenous offerings and Australia
is full of such enriching native experiences.
The beauty of taking treatments in the
country of their origin is that you connect
more deeply to the landscape and its people.
Torn between which local treatments to
choose? Here are six of our favourites.

Hot Rocks

At first glance, Sodashi’s newly devised
Crystalus Massage looks like any other
hot stone or crystal therapy. However, this
Australian spa brand’s creation (exclusive to
The Spa at Four Seasons only) is something
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“It took us two years to design and
perfect this ritual,” says Stephen
McInnes, who co-created the new
Gwinganna Signature Spa Ritual with
therapist Dragana Vekic. Possibly
Australia’s most hedonistic spa
treatment, all ingredients applied during
the experience are homegrown and certified
organic. Begin with a foot wash tea ceremony,
then select your own bath and body scrubs
for the three-hour voyage. You’ll also be
asked to announce an intention to the world
and select an animal totem card, believed to
provide insights. Hot rocks placed along one’s
spine create a state of relaxation before you
realise that your body has been decorated
with aboriginal motive drawings in natural clay.
Then comes the sound of McInnes playing the
didgeridoo and the sensation of not two but
four hands massaging your body. Alpha state,
we have lift off!

Mind Travel

Regain equilibrium when you embark on
this enriching three-hour journey with Gaia
Retreat & Spa’s Dreamtime Travel Package.

Where else can you take yoga and
an Aboriginal-led medicinal tribal
bushwalk, followed by
naturopathic consultations?
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Commence with a traditional sage smoke
ceremony to cleanse and evoke healing,
followed by a ground pumice body polish,
a regenerating desert clay and Australian
sandalwood body mask, ending with a mindmelting sweet orange full body massage. Also
on offer is a sound therapy ritual, performed
by local Aboriginal spiritual healer, Eshua
Tioho. “Traditionally, the Aborigines believe
the grounding vibration of the didgeridoo
cleanses and releases the body and mind of
any blockages, suppressed emotions and
tension,” explains Tioho.

Sweet Enough to Eat

Fancy being enveloped in warmed jellybush
honey “guku”, essential oils and exfoliating
walnut shells alongside a cleansing steam
and full body massage? Aurora Spa Retreat,

Melbourne’s most luxe day spa, has an entire
menu dedicated to local offerings, including
the signature Guku Cocoon. According to
founder Lyndall Mitchell, jellybush honey from
Tasmania and Victoria is on par with New
Zealand’s famous manuka honey and is loaded
with natural minerals and vitamins. “It works
like a dream on the skin,” says Mitchell. “The
local jellybush honey is high in antioxidant,
with anti-inflammatory and hydrating
properties.” If that’s not enough, after the
wrap, end with a hydrating rosehip facial mask
performed with cool river stones and a mindsoothing hair and scalp application.

Sounds Like Heaven

Seeking a sacred indigenous spa experience?
Consider one of the Aboriginal Wellness
Experiences such as Didgeridoo Meditation at

Moondance Lodge, a boutique retreat
in Western Australia’s south-west wine
district. Guests are guided into a heart
meditation as Josh Whiteland, an
Aboriginal cultural custodian of the
Wardandi tribe, plays his didgeridoo
across one’s body in what is
described as “sound therapy”.
Founder of Moondance, Geraldine
Riely, says: “Where else can you
take yoga and an Aboriginal-led
medicinal tribal bushwalk in the
morning, followed by naturopathic
consultations, tarot readings
and sample the finest organic
wines at sundown?” Another
sumptuous choice is their healing
grape therapy wrap and scrub made from
local grape pulp and vine leaves.
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Fresh Faced

At Adelphi Hotel, the newly devised Li’tya
Yirri facial offers the best in blending native
with high-touch. Starting with a smudgestick ceremony to guide one smoothly into
a sacred mind space, layerings of native
botanicals including lemon myrtle and native
“old man weed” are applied along key facial
pressure points to stimulate circulation
and plump the skin. Says Li’tya founder,
Gayle Heron: “The Yirri facial involves touch
therapy that has been adapted from ancient
Aboriginal healing rituals. Native old man
weed has been used for thousands of years
by indigenous Australians as a powerful
skin healer.”
For all your travel choices, visit Jetstar.com

Find It:
The Spa at Four Seasons
199 George St, Sydney,
tel: +61 (2) 9238 0000
Gwinganna
Tullebudgera Valley, Queensland,
tel: +61 (7) 5589 5000
Gaia Retreat & Spa
933 Fernleigh Rd, Brooklet,
New South Wales, tel: +61 (2) 6687 1216
Aurora Spa Retreat
2 Acland St, St Kilda, Melbourne,
tel: +61 (3) 9536 1130
Moondance Lodge
Spencer Rd, off Caves Rd, Yallingup,
Western Australia, tel: +61 (8) 9750 1777
Adelphi Hotel
187 Flinders Ln, Melbourne,
tel: +61 (3) 8080 8888
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